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persistently on the chosen quality. He should think
deliberately of it every morning for a few minutes and
persist in that thought-creation until a strong habit is
formed and the virtue is built into his very nature—which
is the case especially when he acts out the thought in daily
life. Everything being under law, he cannot obtain mental
abilities or moral virtues by sitting still, but can build his
mental and moral nature by thinking strenuously and
acting accordingly. His aspirations become his capacities,
his repeated thoughts his tendencies and habits. In the
past he made his character with which he was born in this
life, and he is now making the character with which he
will die and with which he will be reborn ; and character
is the most important part of karma. (See {t How to build
character " in Chapter VIII.)
If a man is clever in a certain direction, it is because
in a previous life he has devoted much effort in that direc-
tion. Genius and precocity are thus satisfactorily explained.
High aspirations in one life result in capacities in a
future life, while the strong will for unselfish service results
in spirituality.
Q. Now how does desire make opportunities and
attract objects ?
Ans. Will is the energy of the Self, an interior con-
centration, prompting to action.  When that energy is
drawn out by pleasure-giving or pain-giving outside
objects, it is called desire—desire to possess, which is love
or attraction ; desire to repel, which is hate or repulsion.
Between the desire and the desired object there is a
magnetic tie, and our desire draws to us what we wish to
possess as the magnet attracts and holds soft iron. There
may be obstacles or difficulties, but inevitably that desire
will be accomplished, sometimes even in the same life,

